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Types of Data
• Click data
– News (Yahoo, Google)
– E-commerce (Yahoo Auction, eBay, Alibaba, 

Amazon)
– Ad recommendation (Google, Criteo, Cyber Agent)
– Video sharing (Youtube, ����, SnapChat)
– Image sharing  (Facebook, Flickr, Picasa)

• Text data (web page, item description, etc.)
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3GBDT (Decision Tree)
GBDT

Logistic Regression Factorization Machine

Factorization Machine,
GBDT
Etc.
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Query auto completion
GBDT (Decision Tree)
CRF

Web ranking
GBDT (Decision Tree)
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Data & Related methods

Deep Learning (CNN, RNN)
Image data, Speech data

Decision tree (GBDT)
User related data

Lasso
Biology data

(SNPs, Microarrays)

Matrix/Tensor Factorization

Click data
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High-dimensional Sparse data
• Dimensionality and sample size are both large!
– Text data
– Click data
– Link data 

Text classification, Sentiment analysis: Logistic 
regression
Ad recommendation, item recomendation: Matrix 
completion

n: Items

d:
 U

se
rs
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Example of data format
• Movielens data (1M)
• 1::1193::5::978300760
• 1::661::3::978302109
• 1::914::3::978301968
• 1::3408::4::978300275
• 1::2355::5::978824291
• 1::1197::3::978302268
• 1::1287::5::978302039
• 1::2804::5::978300719
• 1::594::4::978302268
• 1::919::4::978301368
• 1::595::5::978824268
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Collaborative filtering

A 2 Rn⇥m

U

=

⇥

U 2 Rn⇥k

V 2 Rm⇥k

V >

is a sparse matrixA

n: ��

d:
 �
�
�
�

• Recommending items using user click 
information (Amazon, Netflix, etc.)
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Singular Value Decomposition
• Fill un-observed element by 0 and do SVD.

• Use low-rankness to estimate un-observed 
elements

• This approach makes un-observed elements as 
0. However, those elements are simply not 
observed (not zero!)
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Alternating Least Squares (ALS)
• Fitting only observed entries.

• and      can be alternatingly optimized. 
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Advanced topic: Cold start problems

• Cold start: Matrix     is very sparse. Some row 
(user) or column (item) can be completely 
missing. 

A

U=
⇥ V > V 0>

U 0

Sparse

Dense

Singh, A. & Gordon, G, KDD 2008 

A1 A2

A3

d:
 U

se
r

n: Items
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• Which blog we should recommend to users?
Tumblr Blog recommendation
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News recommendation
• News recommendation
– #of users �180,000
– #of articles �750
– #of categories 34 
– #of Rating(1.4 million)

Consistent Collective Matrix Completion under Joint Low Rank Structure

6 Experiments

6.1 Simulated Experiments

We create low–rank ground truth collective–matrices with
K = 4, V = 3, where view 1 is a relation between
entity types 1 and 2, view 2 is a relation between entity
types 1 and 3, and view 3 is a relation between entity
types 2 and 4 respectively. For simplicity we assumed
a common nk = n. We create collective matrices with
n 2 {100, 250, 500} and set the rank to R = 2 log n.
The matrices are partially observed with the fraction of ob-
served entries, |⌦|P

v nrvncv
varying in [0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1]. We

plot the convergence of the errors against the unnormalized
fraction of observations, |⌦|P

v nrvncv
in Fig. 2a, and against

the normalized sample complexity provided by the theoret-
ical analysis, mink

|⌦k|
nkR logN in Fig. 2b. It can be seen from

the plots that the error decays with increasing sample size,
indeed |⌦k| > 1.5nkR log N samples suffice for the errors
to decay to a very small value. The aligning of the curves
(for different n) given the normalized sample size corrobo-
rates the theoretical sample complexity requirements.

6.2 Experiments with Commercial News
Recommendation Dataset

We work with two datasets from a commercial news rec-
ommendation engine. The entities include users, news ar-
ticles, and news–categories. The datasets consists of two
views (a) user–article click information in a 3hr time win-
dow, (b) an aggregation of the categories clicked by users
was used to train a classifier that gives a dense and com-
plete user–category preference.

The first dataset “News–Cold–Start”, consists of ⇠ 180K
users, ⇠ 750 articles, and 34 categories. In this dataset,
⇠ 25000 users have only one click. Randomly chosen neg-
ative samples were added to give dataset of ⇠ 1.25 mil-
lion user–article ratings, and ⇠ 1.4 million user–category
annotations. The dataset was split in 80 : 10 : 20 propor-
tion as training, validation and test. The 20% of the test
dataset contains cold start users with no rating information.
In the second dataset “News–No–Cold–Start”, we remove
the cold start users in the test dataset. This leads to a much
smaller datasets consisting of ⇠ 6500 users, ⇠ 750 articles
and 34 categories, with ⇠ 150K user–article ratings and
⇠ 50K user–category ratings (including the randomly cho-
sen negatives). The negatives in each dataset were sampled
independently in each cross–validation iteration to remove
bias.

Mean absolute error (MAE) on the test dataset obtained
from the proposed Hazans algorithm for Collective–Matrix
Completion (CMF–Hazans) and Standard Matrix Factor-
ization (SMF) are reported in Table 1.

(a) RMSE vs unnormalized sample size

(b) RMSE vs normalized sample size

Figure 2: Convergence of error measured against normal-
ized and unnormalized sample size

Method News-Cold-Start News-No-Cold-Start
CMF–Hazans 0.27408 ± 0.00016 0.21559 ± 0.00143

SMF 0.29051 ± 0.00074 0.21488 ± 0.00076

Table 1: MAE of the predictors on the two news recom-
mendation datasets

It is observed that collective matrix factorization does not
add much value for warm–start cases as the ratings give ac-
curate predictor. On the other hand, for test dataset con-
sisting on both warm–start and cold–start test cases, the
proposed joint estimation potentially leverages the infor-
mation in the user–category affinities and shows significant
improvement.
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Factorization Machine
• Generalized version of matrix completion
–Matrix completion + User bias + Item bias
–We can easily add user information

• Idea (super simple)
– Solve matrix completion problems by regression
– (i,j)-th rating input and output can be written as

Rendle, ICDM 2010

xi = [

|U |
z }| {
0 · · · 0 1|{z}

k-th user

0 · · · 0
|I|

z }| {
0 · · · 0 1|{z}

k0-th item

0 · · · 0]> 2 Rd,

yi = [A]k,k0 .
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Factorization Machine
• Regression model

• FM is equivalent to matrix completion

• We can also handle the cold start problems by 
simply concatenating user and item 
information.

Rendle, ICDM 2010

f(x;w,G) = w0 +w

>
0 x+

dX

`=1

dX

`0=`+1

g

>
` g`0x`x`0 ,

bAk,k0 = w0 + [w0]k + [w0]|U |+k0 + g>
k g|U |+k0 ,
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Factorization Machine
• Optimization problem:

• Alternating Least Squares,SGD, Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC).

• Convex optimization version (Blondel, ECML 
2015, Yamada KDD 2017)

min
w0,w,G

nX

i=1

(yi�f(xi;w0,w0,G))2

+�1kw0k22 + �2kw0k22 + �3kGk2F ,
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Factorization Machine Usage

• URL: http://www.libfm.org/

• Movielens data: 
https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/

• ./triple_format_to_libfm.pl -in ml-1m/ratings.dat
-target 2 -delete_column 3 -separator "::”

• ./libFM -task r -train ratings.dat.libfm -test 
ratings.dat.libfm -dim '1,1,8'
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Data & Related methods

Deep Learning (CNN, RNN)
Image data, Speech data

Decision tree (GBDT)
User related data

Lasso
Biology data

(SNPs, Microarrays)

Matrix/Tensor Factorization

Click data
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Low dimensionality & large sample
• The number of samples is larger than that of 

dimension  (n >> d)
– Images
– Speech
– User related data

Image and speech recognition: Deep Learning
Spam detection, Web ranking: GBDT (xgboost), 
Logistic regression

d:
Di

m
en

sio
n

n: Samples
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Yahoo Auction
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Auction Fraud Detection
• Example of frauds
– Selling fake items
– Do not send items
– Do a big frauds after gathering trust scores.
– Etc.

• Detecting fraud is a very important to make users 
happy!

• Challenge
– The fraud types changes over season

• Active learning, transfer learning, etc.
– Big data (the number of samples can be hundred million of 

items)
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Formulation
• Classification problem (Fraud or non-Fraud)
– Build a classifier using a labeled data
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Gender Age … Locatio
n

Label

User 1 Male 25 … Tokyo +1

User 2 Female 20 … Kyoto -1

… …

User n Male 36 … Tokyo -1

Fraud user

Normal user



Supervised Learning (review)
• Input and output:
• Training samples:
• Goal: Training classifier from the training 

samples.
• Model (Linear model)

• Model parameter

24

x 2 Rd, y 2 R
{(xi, yi)}ni=1

i.i.d.⇠ p(x, y)

f(x;w) = w1x1 + w2 + x2 + . . . wdxd = w

>
x

w = [w1, w2, . . . , wd]
> 2 Rd



Prediction
• How to prediction (User probability)

• The probability should be sum to 1.
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p(y = +1|x) = 1

1 + exp(�w

>
x)

p(y = �1|x) = exp(�w

>
x)

1 + exp(�w

>
x)

p(y = +1|x) + p(y = �1|x) = 1 + exp(�w

>
x)

1 + exp(�w

>
x)

= 1



Parameter training (Review)
• We train model parameter      from data

• How to estimate?
– The positive class probability is high if the data is 

normal, and the negative class probability is high if 
the data is fraud.

• Likelihood function:

• Log likelihood function:
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w

L(w) = log

nY

i=1

p(yi|xi;w) =

nX

i=1

log p(yi|xi;w)

L(w) =
nY

i=1
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Parameter training
• Optimization

• We can use a gradient descent.
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max

w
L(w) ! min

w
�

nX

i=1

log p(yi|xi;w)

w(t+1) = w(t) � ⌘rw(�L(w))



Fraud Detection
• How to find fraud users?
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Practical issues
• Various types of frauds

– Selling fake items
– Do not send items
– Do a big frauds after gathering trust scores.
– Etc.

• Detecting fraud is a very important to make users happy!
• Challenge

– The fraud types changes over season
• Active learning, transfer learning, etc.

– Big data (the number of samples can be hundred million of 
items)

• Can we automatically erase user account?
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One solution: Using Active learning

Item
and 
user 

information

GBDT
EditorsfGBDT

Label information

• Key idea: We ask human editor to judge fraud or 
not → Feedback the result to machine learning 
model (Active learning)

• Use supervised learning (GBDT, xgboost)
– Semi-supervised and unsupervised method tends not 

to work for real problems. 
• Feature engineering is super important!
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Results
• Detection results (rule based approach is a 

baseline)
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